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Announcements 
The Dec ipherment  of  Linear B. The book by J. Chadwick which bears this 
title was reviewed in the January 1960 issue of Information and Control. It has 
been reissued by Random House, New York, in a Modern Library Paperbacks 
edition. The price is $0.95. 
Readers of Information and Control who have now become interested in My- 
cenean problems may also like to read the Spring 1960 issue (Vol. 13, No. 1) of 
the review Archeology (5, Washington Square N., New York 3, N. Y., price $1.25). 
The following topics are covered: Trade and Colonisation, Ivory Carvings, .Anon- 
ymous Writers, Religion, Pottery, Architecture, Picture Puzzles, Schliemann's 
Mycenean Albums, and the Fall of the Mycenean Empire. 
* * * 
Abstracts of Papers on In format ion Theory may be found in the Inter- 
national Journal of Abstracts. Statistical Theory and Method. This is a quarterly 
published by the International Statistical Institute; the first issue was dated 
July 1959; annual subscription is 816.00 or £5. 
The aim of this new journal is to give complete coverage of papers in the field 
of statistical theory (including associated aspects of probability and other mathe- 
matical methods) and new contributions to statistical method as published after 
1st October 1958. In the case of the following five journals--being wholly devoted 
to this field--all contributions will be abstracted: Annals of Mathematical Statis- 
tics, Biometrika, Journal, Royal Statistical Society (Series B), Bulletin of Mathe- 
matical Statistics, Annals, Institute of Statistical Mathematics. 
A further group of six journals will be abstracted on a virtually complete basis, 
as follows: Biometrics, Metrika, Metron, Sankhyd, Technometrics, Review, Inter- 
national Statistical Institute. 
There are about 200 other journals partly devoted to statistical theory and 
method from which the appropriate papers will be abstracted. Journals from 
allied fields which contribute an occasional paper will also be covered and the 
relevant papers abstracted. (Among these journals are Information and Control 
and the IRE Trans. on Inform. Theory.) In addition to this vast array of journal 
literature, it is intended to include abstracts of the special collections of papers 
as published in reports of conferences, ymposia, and seminars together with the 
published reports of experiment and other research stations. 
The abstracts will be in the English language and in adopting an abstract of 
up to 400-500 words--the UNESCO recommendation for the "long" abstract 
service--the International Statistical Institute hopes to fulfill a long-standing 
need for a service of informative abstracts in this important field. The format 
and simple binding allows of alternative treatments by users of this journal: 
a. Leave intact as a shelf periodical. 
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b. Split and file in page form according to the main sections of the classifica- 
tion. 
c. Split and guillotine (single cut only) each page ready for pasting on stand- 
ard index cards or filing in standard loose-leaf binders for which the holes 
are punched. 
A scheme of classification has been developed for the abstracts that is flexible 
and facilitates the transfer of the code numbers to punched-cards. The primary 
code number for an abstract (heavy type) denotes the basic topic of the paper 
and the secondary number (in brackets) will take account of the most important 
cross-reference subject. A unique aspect of this journal is that the pages will be 
colour-tinted according to the main sections of the classification and as indicated 
by the first part of the primary code number. This method of colour-coding the 
pages will provide a distinctive and powerful visual aid to the identification of
abstracts in whatever manner the journal is filed for reference. 
A full list of periodicals, etc., brought within the scope of this new journal of 
abstracts will be published in due course. Suitable indexes and other bibliographic 
material will be provided annually in the form of a supplement. This new journal 
will be quarterly and contain approximately 1000 abstracts per year. 
This journal is prepared by an editorial organisation under a General Editor 
in association with a Managing Editor for the American and Pacific Area. The 
General Editor is Dr. Wm. R. Buckland, % 55 Broadway, London, S.W. 1, Eng- 
land; he works in conjunction with the Research Techniques Unit (London School 
of Economics). The Managing Editor, Prof. R. L. Anderson, is on the staff of the 
Institute of Statistics (North Carolina State College, Raleigh, N.C., U.S.A.). 
The International Statistical Institute gratefully acknowledges initial financial 
support for this journal from the National Science Foundation of America. The 
Editorial Assistant and Secretary is Mrs. M. O. Sydenham, 14 Wales Avenue, 
Carshalton, Surrey, England. 
Correspondence upon Editorial matters hould be sent to the General Editor. 
Correspondence upon subscriptions, ingle copies and back issues, changes of 
address, etc., should be sent to the publishers, Messrs Oliver and Boyd Ltd., 
Tweeddale Court, Edinburgh. 
Erratum 
Volume 3, Number  1, March 1960, in the Review by Benoit Mandel-  
brot of "Probabi l i ty  and Related Topics in Physical Sciences" by Mark 
Kac, (pages 98-100) : 
Page 99, line 15 from bottom, . should read " . . .  is but  a . . . "  instead 
of ". . . is not a . . . "  
